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Eden Ring is a Fantasy Action RPG with rich story where you can take on the role of an aspiring young warrior who fights the ancient enemy of the Lands Between. In this world, different factions also fight alongside the player, and the ultimate goal is to unite them under the banner of the Elden Ring, and establish
the Elden Kingdom. ▲ Tested with the PlayStation®4 system. ■ Characters LÖYÖ | Steven Steinmeier A young warrior who is believed to have died in a mysterious accident, Löyö had a peaceful life until he encountered a mysterious figure called Fénix, who foretold his destiny as "a new arbiter of the Elden Ring".
After leaving behind his past, he joined the war to protect the Lands Between from the invading enemy. DYLAN | Bo Han Jin Löyö's older brother, he's not as good with fighting and is often given the blueprints for weapons. At the same time, he's an experienced warrior with an excellent archery skill. He fights to
protect his brother. ROSA | William E. Cho A former first-tier officer, Rosa carries with him a sense of adventure and an unparalleled charisma. He fights to save the people who live in the Lands Between. ■ Story Overview “It's been a year since I last saw you guys. I'm not sure if I'll make it back...” LÖYÖ One year
after the "Bond" incident, the Elden Ring has become an organization that provides military support to the people in the Lands Between. To protect the Lands Between, the Elden Ring assembles a select group of warriors known as fighters. Upon arriving in Akteon, a town in the Lands Between, Löyö is called to fight
as a fighter. DYLAN A year ago, Löyö disappeared and was rumored to have died in a mysterious accident. Dylan, Löyö's brother, has also vanished. At the same time, a group of bandits have attacked Akteon, and the Sheriff's guard has called for fighters. Together with his brother, RosA, a former first-tier officer,
Dylan sets off to find Löyö and the others. ROSA One year ago, Löyö

Elden Ring Features Key:
A fantasy setting where the continent is a huge multiplayer gaming environment (10 km by 10 km)
Equipment refinement: High stamina and the availability of refined skills and an exquisite sword forge system.
Evolution Quests: a 100+ hit point combat system that immerse you in the story through battles and unexpected dialogue and enjoy imitating the evolution method (30 examples in 8 types)
You can freely change your base in addition to spreading the fun of the game through the new Landscape Map system
Adapt to the Story and Character Development Environment! In addition to character-related alteration and radical redistribution, fine-tuned class differences can be utilized with a Transformation system
Enhanced Character Feats: A wide variety of devastating attacks and refined execution in battle.
PvP System which allows you to fight and travel together in the world of Darkness.

The development team also added a variety of new key features and fixed existing issues. The details of each version below.

EAST:

“Arden Fair” update allowing you to enhance your stats and skills even more. The warrior will gain high stamina, and the mage will develop high proficiency. This update will be released on July 18, 2019 (JST).
Balch Treasure Books for character enhancement have been added.
The maximum number of skills that can be enhanced in one battle has been increased from 10 to 20.
The“Revelation” Skill explained in the description of each book has been added.
You can now enjoy the animation frames of the “Arden Fair” and “Mirror of the Dragon” skill trees in the settlement map.

EASTERN:

Optimization improvement: Increased handling frame rate.
New developer interview featuring development team diaries.
Character creation page has been adjusted to improve its looks.
Improvements to the game of PvP:

You will be able to see the activities of players with the same alignment as yours once you form a 
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Download the game for only $5.00 ● Optimized for Windows (XP, Vista, 7, 8) ● Includes all relevant DLC for $10.00 ● Includes all features available in the DEMO ● The download is 4.7 MB （Play Station Store Version 6.8 MB ） ● Full Steam Version is scheduled for release by month’s end. ● Steam Cloud
Available ● PlayStation Store: TBA ● Windows Store: TBA ● Google Play: TBA ● Xbox Live: TBA ● Mobile (iOS/Android): TBA ■ D E M O What is the DEMO? The DEMO contains the prologue and the tutorial, and some of the most exciting parts of the game. This contains the core gameplay, but without the
camera issues and other technical issues experienced during the prologue and some of the tutorial missions. How can you use the DEMO? The demo can be played online through online mode, or offline through single player. The full version includes all online and offline features. ■ C R A I M A C T E S ■ S P E
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JR: It’s been a while since we published the last version of the game. Thank you for playing “Tarnished.” At the same time, to ensure even more ways to enjoy the game, we will continue to enhance the sense of connectedness of the game, to provide you with an online card battle system that you can enjoy
along with your friends, and to provide you with the news and music that plays together with the game. As a result, we are introducing a new version of “Tarnished” 2. “Tarnished 2” was developed alongside the release of “Tarnished 1”, and was ready earlier. As a result, the most recent changes to the
setting, skill, battle, and other features that we added to “Tarnished 1” are all included in this version, and the “Tarnished 2” release is a free update. We hope you enjoy the many enhancements the new “Tarnished 2” offers, and we look forward to your comments and feedback. * Version Release Date
“Tarnished 1” Dec. 18th. “Tarnished 2” (Free Update) Dec. 18th. * Scene Changes We have changed the game’s setting from “Heaven and Earth” to “Blood and Glory.” It is a time of war, and the Underworld is ruled by a tyrant that controls the flow of magic. Makai The “Elden” are a race of people that were
once powerful, but lost their power and became scattered. These people, who are more like demons than humans, create powerful magic by accumulating mana. They do not really care about the fate of the world. Makai has lost all sense of direction and does not care who gets hurt. Harbol A crystal dragon
known as “the God of Blood and Death” and who was once the strongest of the Elden, Makai is being controlled by the Underfolk. Vallada A mysterious woman who wields the power of the Elden. She has descended to the Underworld to prevent war and gathers the scattered Elden. Asatani A woman who
seeks justice for mankind. She has returned

What's new:

Description: Woe, is the Scourge of the Necromancing. This is the dark arts of Necromancing. Thru it's power numerous ghouls and monsters spawn. No more! You must become an honorable
Scourge of the Necromancing and rid the world of these unholy monsters.

The Necromancing in Palmnestria is an original class and a special character in the Fields of Ruin world. Its power is able to remove all the rules and a Karma system, changing the Gravity waves
around it into a curse. Although the powers that are required to enable these effects are very expensive to use, the current research into advanced alteration magic has successfully made them
acquireable...

Take on quests from other players, or invent your own to become the most trusted Necromancing in the Fields of Ruin!

This is a tutorial version that can be played with one of four initial classes. Becoming a Necromancer requires you to master its abilities first. The following classes are available for students:

Scourge of the Necromancing (Horror Apprentice):

- Blizzards that diverts monsters away from you- The ability to control the amount of monsters in dungeons- The ability to remove failed curses, which turns your abilities into curses that cannot
be removed

Royal Necromancer- Ryuu a sympathetic young man who works as a research assistant under Professor Himeshira. Born with the ability to manipulate the gravity, he can alter all types of gravity
waves around him, including that of the Pit itself.

Scholar- Honoka's role is to guard Ryuu and defeat monsters for him. She possesses a powerful Materia called the "Purpose" and works with her crystal so that she can use gravity waves more
efficiently.

Necromancer- Ryuu's friend and colleague Yusuke. An alchemist, his research investigates the most effective techniques to apply magical energy as he uses variety of items and Materia. The
Necromancer's note is the Holy Grail of magic, and has various recipes for materials. Ryuu can absorb the information that is written on the notes...

Necro- A fee 
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A small but powerful crew of space pirates has been commissioned by the United Confederation of Planets to bring the legendary outlaw known as the "Elden Lord" to justice. Download and Run
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System Requirements For Elden Ring:

OS: Windows XP (32-bit), Windows Vista (32-bit), Windows 7 (32-bit), or Windows 8/8.1 (32-bit) Processor: 2 GHz processor with 4 GB RAM Memory: 512 MB RAM Graphics: PC: Dedicated Video Card:
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